A hybrid microlens/aperture mask assembly is fabricated, aligned and mounted on a CCD imager for an application in an imaging polarimeter. The microlens array is produced by direct laser writing in photoresist followed by electroforming and replication onto a glass substrate in registration with a slit aperture array on the reverse side. An alignment of the combined arrays to the CCD imager of better than 0.7 m in lateral position and 0.005 deg rotation is achieved. Stray light of less than 1% was measured for the hybrid module. The optical microsystem satisfied the challenging requirements of the imaging polarimeter and the technique has applications in other areas of optical sensing, metrology and processing. © 1997 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(97) 02905-X] 
Introduction
The use of microlens arrays to enhance or modify the performance of imagers is well established. 1, 2 In the most straightforward application, lenslet arrays increase the fill factor and thus imager sensitivity by concentrating the light into the active area of imagers with architectures in which only a portion of each pixel area is photosensitive. Other applications use microlens arrays to average light over multiple pixels or to focus light only onto selected pixels. In most cases, the microlenses must be accurately aligned to the imager pixels, typically with micrometer or submicrometer precision. This poses very challenging technological problems, in particular when a microlens array element must be added to an existing ͑usually commercially available͒ imager. Active alignment techniques, in which the imager is operated during the mounting and alignment of the array and the video signal is used to facilitate the alignment, enable simpler, more reproducible and more accurate accomplishment of this task.
In this paper, we describe the fabrication and mounting of a microlens array on a CCD imager to submicrometer precision. The particular application is in the fabrication of an imaging polarimeter for the high resolution measurement of solar magnetic fields. The basic technique is also applicable to a wide range of applications in which microlens arrays are to be accurately aligned to existing imagers. The original microlens array is fabricated by computercontrolled laser writing in photoresist. The surface-relief microstructure is then electroformed to produce a metal master that is used for replication of the microstructure into a UV-curable film on a glass substrate, with an optional slit aperture pattern on the opposite side. This element is then glued onto a CCD imager using information from the operating imager to actively align the element to the pixel structure.
Microlens Array for an Imaging Polarimeter
An imaging polarimeter combining a CCD sensor and a piezoelastic modulator has been developed for use in high resolution observations of solar magnetic fields. 3 The incompatibility between the slow readout of the CCD, the fast signal modulation ͑50 and 100 kHz͒ and the long integration times required ͑Ͼ 100 ms correspond to Ͼ 5000 modulation cycles͒, has been overcome by using the CCD as part of the synchronous demodulator. The demodulation is performed by storing the photocharges corresponding to the two modulation states in different adjacent CCD rows. This is achieved by masking every second CCD row and shifting the charges created in the first half of the modulation cycle into the screened storage rows during the second half and vice versa. The normalized difference between the charges accumulated in two adjacent rows, calculated after readout, is proportional to the polarization signal. The instrument achieves a polarimetric sensitivity around 10 Ϫ3 in a single frame. By frame averaging, the noise level in the fractional polarization can be reduced to the order of 10 Ϫ4 . To measure all Stokes parameters simultaneously, two piezoelastic modulators modulating the polarization components at three frequencies and three demodulating CCD sensors in combination with two beamsplitters that distribute the light to the three detectors are required. 4 A drawback of this system is its low efficiency due to the mask ͑a factor of 2͒ and the restriction of a single CCD demodulator to one frequency ͑a factor of 3͒. This efficiency loss of a factor of 6 is avoided in an improved system 5 that uses a cylindrical microlens array and two phase-coupled piezoelastic modulators with the same frequency to modulate the three Stokes polarization parameters V, Q and U with sin(t Ϫ /4), cos 2(t Ϫ /4), and sin(t ϩ /4), respectively. Four integration intervals in one modulation cycle yield four charges q i (iϭ1...4) from which the four Stokes parameters I, Q, U, and V can be calculated. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of this imaging polarimeter.
The microlens array depicted in Fig. 2 consists of cylindrical lenslets that serve as field lenses. They image the entrance aperture of the telescope onto the detector in one dimension. The lenslets are parallel to the pixel rows in the nonrefractive direction and each one has a width of 4 pixels. They focus the light onto one out of four rows; the remaining three rows are used for charge storage. The charge packets are cyclically shifted between the four pixel rows, in phase with the four-state modulation. After the CCD is read out, the four Stokes parameters are calculated from the digitised pixel charges. In this way, the simultaneous recording of all Stokes parameters can be realized with a single CCD sensor.
The width of each lenslet is equal to four times the pixel width s. The focal length f is equal to the thickness of the glass substrate supporting the lenses. To collect all the light from the telescope entrance aperture, the width w of the image of the telescope aperture on one row must be smaller than s. The focal length is calculated from f ϭ wF/D, where F/D is the f -ratio of the telescope. For large solar telescopes F/D is typically between 50 and 100 yielding, for w ϭ 0.5s, a lenslet focal length of f ϭ sF/2D.
Stray light produced by imperfections of the microlenses degrades the demodulated signal and should not exceed about 5% of the signal in the focus pixel. If this is not the case, a mask close to the focal plane must be used to block the stray light from the storage pixel rows. Accurate alignment of the microlenses with respect to the CCD rows and exact matching of lens array and CCD geometry is indispensable, because the light must be focused precisely on the center of one row.
In the final version of the 2D CCD polarimeter, a large sensor with up to 1000 ϫ 1000 pixels will be used. The basic principle was tested using a smaller sensor, an EEV CCD02-60, which is a three-phase buried channel frame transfer CCD with 576 rows, 385 pixels per row, and a pixel size of 22 ϫ 22 m. The parameters of the microlens array fitting on this sensor are 4s ϭ 88 m, f ϭ 1 mm, area 12.9 ϫ 8.5 mm. The results of this first prototype are reported in this paper.
Microlens Array Fabrication Technology
The microlens array was fabricated by the laser writing and replication technology developed at the Paul Scherrer Institute ͑PSI͒ for the fabrication of planar, continuous-relief micro-optical elements. 6 The steps involved are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Exposure data for the laser writing system are computed for the required lenslet array using custom software that converts the required surface relief profile into an intensity pixel array using a calibration relationship obtained in a prior step. In the laser writing system, a photoresist coated substrate is raster scanned under a focused HeCd laser beam ͑wavelength ϭ 442 nm͒ whose intensity can be synchronously modulated to 256 discrete levels. Development of the exposed resist film results in the required surface relief. The process requires very accurate scanning of the resist-coated substrate and a reproducible development.
The photoresist surface relief is electroformed to produce a Ni shim ͑foil͒ of about 200 m thickness. This shim is then used to replicate the lens array into a thin film of UV-curable polymer on a glass substrate. The shim is pressed uniformly against the glass, which has been coated with a thin film of Norland NOA 61 optical ''adhesive'' ͑Norland Products, Inc., P.O. Box 7145, New Brunswick, New Jersey͒. This is then cured in situ by exposure to UV radiation from a high pressure Hg arc lamp. After separation, a high fidelity copy of the shim surface relief remains in the polymer surface. Typical elements fabricated had a cylindrical lenslet array of 88 m period ͑equal to 4 CCD pixels͒, designed to focus parallel light of wavelength ϭ 633 nm onto the rear side of a 1 mm thick glass substrate.
First tests showed that the fabricated microlens array focused about 80% of the incident light into the center pixel, with a stray light contribution of about 20% in the neighboring pixels. The stray light originates from imper- fections in the lenslet fabrication process, diffraction at the periodic lenslet array and multiple reflections within the glass substrate. This level of stray light cannot be tolerated for the demodulator application, so that a slit mask pattern was added at the focal plane on the rear side of the glass substrate.
The fabrication of lenslet arrays with a slit-array aperture mask ͑see Fig. 2 and Table 1͒ was carried out using a special alignment jig and basically the same replication method. The substrates used were 1 mm B270 glass coated with a low reflectivity Cr layer with a transmission of Ͻ 0.1% for the wavelength range 400...1100 nm ͑from Balzers AG, Liechtenstein͒. The slit aperture pattern ͑16 m openings, 88 m period͒ was fabricated by standard mask photolithographic and etching techniques. The exact matching of the periodicity and dimensions of the mask and the replicated lenslet array required special care to avoid visible moiré beats between the two periodic structures. A net shrinkage of about 0.08% resulting from the electroforming and replication steps was measured. This dimensional change was compensated at the laser writing step for the fabrication of the original lenslet array in photoresist. The final lenslet/mask arrays showed excellent alignment of the two structures. Small variations remained in the transmission of the hybrid element due to local imperfections in the mask and lenslet arrays. This will be improved in future with the introduction of a new laser writing system at PSI ͑Ref. 7͒.
Mounting and Active Alignment
Because it is not possible to visually align the microlensmask-assembly on the CCD sensor with the required precision, a small open camera head was constructed and mounted on a precision-moveable table positioned below a microscope giving free access to the CCD. The camera head was connected to the driver and signal conditioning electronics via a short cable. The camera signals are fed into an image processing system, which, together with suitable software, enables on-line control of the alignment of the microlens array relative to the CCD chip. By illuminating only one half of the sensor through the microscope, it was possible to operate it in frame transfer mode without a storage mask, leaving space to mount the microlens array on the full chip surface.
To measure the alignment of the microlens-mask assembly over the image area, the center of gravity P of a group of four neighbouring pixels in one column was calculated according to
where q i , i ϭ 1...4, are the pixel charge signals, and Ϫ 2 Ͻ P Ͻ 2 ͑principal value͒. The P values were averaged over 8 ϫ 2 pixel quadruples distributed on 7 ϫ 8 grid points on the CCD and displayed on-line. The microlens-mask assembly was held in a special arm, which could be reproducibly lowered onto the underlying CCD imager mounted in a jig allowing lateral and angular adjustment to micrometer precision ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The assembly was first prealigned to the CCD and then lifted away to allow a drop of UV-curable adhesive ͑Norland NOA 61͒ to be applied to the CCD surface. It was then carefully lowered back onto on the CCD chip and the chip Fig. 3 Steps involved in the fabrication of microlens arrays by laser writing and replication technology. position was adjusted until the measurement showed P Ͻ Ϯ 0.01 for all 56 grid points. Finally the optimum position was fixed by exposing the glue to a UV light.
Characterization and Results
The performance of the CCD imager equipped with a microlens array as described can be characterized by 1. stray light induced by the microlenses 2. focusing quality of the microlenses 3. alignment of the microlenses relative to the CCD rows.
The first point is important for the demodulation properties of the system. Stray light produces a perturbing parasitic signal in the masked rows and degrades the polarization information.
To evaluate the performance of the assembled module, the CCD was illuminated with a light emitting diode ( ϭ 644 nm) through a 200 m slit diaphragm placed at the focus of a cylindrical lens with 40 mm focal length. The slit and lens were aligned parallel to the CCD rows and cylindrical microlenses with an accuracy of about 1 deg. The use of parallel light incident on the CCD is important to avoid misleading geometrical effects, which have been observed with divergent light.
Stray Light
The CCD could be tilted by an angle ␣ with a micrometer screw. By varying ␣, the focal line could be moved across the mask in the column direction ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The displacement x for small angles ␣ is xϳ͑ f /n ͒tan ␣ where f /nϭ1.0 mm is the designed focal length.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 . The ''focal line'' was displaced in the range Ϫ 12 m to 12 m, where the zero position was defined for P ϭ 0. The signal in the unmasked row ͑upper curve in Fig. 5͒ is shown together with the parasitic signal in the two adjacent rows ͑two lower curves, signal enhanced by a factor of 10͒. The magnitude of the parasitic signal is about 1% of the total signal.
The shape of the three curves can be explained by a simple model of the surface structure of a CCD pixel ͑Fig. 6͒ from which the shape can be simulated. Each pixel is covered by three electrodes that are partially overlapping. Photons must pass these electrodes to reach the active zone. The transmission of the electrodes depends on their material and thickness. The three-electrode structure covering a pixel leads to three regions of different photon efficiencies. Further it is assumed that some light is scattered asymmetrically into the screened rows at the edges of the middle electrode and that the intensity profile in the focus is a Gaussian, which takes into account nonperfect imaging properties of the microlenses and nonuniform illumination of the imaged slit diaphragm. The assumed geometry, relative photon efficiencies, and scattering coefficients used in the simulation are shown in Fig. 6 and the resulting simulated curves in Fig. 7 . The agreement between the measured and simulated curves justifies this simple model used to explain the parasitic signal in the masked CCD rows. It is predominately an effect of the CCD surface and not imperfections in the microlenses and/or mask.
Focusing Properties
Each cylindrical microlens produces a line of light on the CCD surface. For the test setup described, the theoretical width of this ''focal line'' was calculated to be 5 m. For an ideal cylindrical lens the intensity of the focal line should be constant along the CCD row. For the fabricated array, however, a periodic intensity modulation along the line was observed. Fig. 8 shows a worst case, with about 15% amplitude modulation along the line.
The fact that this pattern was not influenced by the geometry and wavelength of the illumination shows that the observed effect is an intrinsic property of the microlensmask-assembly and not an interference phenomenon. The Fourier spectrum of the intensity profile shows a sharp peak at a period of 13.6 pixels, which corresponds to a period of 300 m. The periodic intensity pattern can be observed over the whole microlens array, while the relative maximum intensity I max in a pixel quadruple ͑see later͒ and the P do not show it. This cannot be explained in terms of irregularities of the mask aperture, because these should lead to a variation of the scattered light in the unmasked rows. The pattern can be explained, however, as a modulation in focal length along the cylindrical lenslets. This type of imperfection can be expected from the laser writing process used. Systematic variations in the scan velocity along each line will lead to variations in the focal length. The effect is expected to be considerably reduced in the new laser writing system under construction 6 at PSI. It is, in any case, not of major importance for the polarimeter system since it can be corrected by prior calibration of the module.
Alignment of the Microlenses
Two methods have been applied to measure the alignment of the microlens-mask-assembly relative to the pixel rows. 
Relative maximum value
The relative maximum values
were calculated for each pixel quadruple. For ideal alignment this value should be 1 for the whole detector area. The result is shown in Figs. 9 to 11 . The values are almost constant over the whole area indicating that there is no effect due to a dimensional mismatch of microlens array, mask and CCD. The average value of I max is 0.98 and the parasitic signal is of the order of 1% of the signal. The small-scale variations are due to signal noise and imperfections of the microlenses and/or the mask.
Center of gravity
The center of gravity P of the pixel quadruples was already defined. If the distribution of the scattered light is symmetric about the first row, one expects P ϭ 0 for the whole detector area. Fig. 12 shows a systematic variation of P along row 144. Here P ϭ 0 varies from ϩ 0.004 at the left to Ϫ 0.004 at the right side of the row. The same behavior is found for all rows. This indicates that the microlens array is slightly rotated against the CCD chip. The rotation angle is very small and the displacement of the microlens array is estimated to be less than 0.7 m at the end of the line, as calculated using the simple pixel model described above.
No systematic variation is visible along the columns ͑see Fig. 13 for column 200͒ , indicating, that the geometry of microlenses, mask and CCD, fit perfectly.
Conclusions
The fabricated CCD chip assembly with a microlens and slit aperture mask array satisfies all requirements needed for the application as a demodulating imager in the 2D polarimeter system. It was demonstrated that 1. The alignment of the microlens-mask array assembly to the CCD is nearly perfect. The displacement of the assembly at the end of a CCD row is estimated to be less than 0.7 m, corresponding to a rotation angle between the CCD and the microlens-mask-assembly of less than 0.005 deg. 2. An intensity modulation along the rows is probably caused by a periodic variation in the cylindrical microlens focal length along the lenslet ͑deviation of the microlenses from the ideal cylindrical shape͒, due to errors in the manufacturing process. This effect has no influence on the performance of the polarimeter system, since it can be calibrated. 3. The parasitic signal in the masked rows is about 1%.
It can be explained by photons scattered on the CCD surface, and is not caused by the microlens-maskassembly.
The microlens/mask array fabricated and mounted on a CCD imager for the polarimeter is an example of a hybrid optical microsystem of considerable practical interest. The combination of a microlens array and mask structure aligned and mounted on an imager is one with applications in many areas in optical sensing, metrology and processing. This work has served to demonstrate that the micro-optical element can be fabricated and mounted with sufficient accuracy and optical performance to satisfy real applications in optical microsystems.
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